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Why?
For most Councils, engaging with the care market 
on their use of technology is in their top 3 digital 
priorities currently. Our experiences during the 
pandemic have reinforced the potential to use 
technology to improve outcomes and independence 
for people receiving care and support and the 
real opportunity to deliver care more effectively 
and efficiently to make best use of an increasingly 
stretched workforce

Whether it is virtual care visits, use of remote 
monitoring technology to prioritise visits, or 
technology to keep people happy and occupied in 
residential settings, we are now seeing an increasing 
appetite – both in the market and from council 
commissioners - to use technology to enhance 
care delivery. Workforce pressure is the key driver 
now behind this work, followed a close second by 
increasing capacity in the care market – clearly 
strongly linked.

But this work is not straightforward, even when  
you have relatively engaged care providers 
to work with.

For providers who are facing extreme financial  
and workforce pressures, the blockers to digital  
tech adoption are very real. If you try to roll out  
digital solutions without including providers it is  
highly likely that their blockers will be held high  
and stuck to as a holy grail of why traditional  
methods are best – and you will fail.

If you try to bring them with you and help them feel 
part of the process they will be better able to change 
their own culture and views along the way as well as 
help you to see where the blockers will be with others 
and how to overcome them when you want to scale 
the work. They will feel empowered and have agency.

The following resources have been co-produced  
with Dudley Council and Telford & Wrekin Council, 
tracking their work with residential care providers 
and the home care sector respectively, capturing the 
lessons and approaches that have worked for them.
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Step 1: Understand strategic 
drivers (yours and theirs)

1.  To deliver better care outcomes – 
these may include:
• To realise the positive benefits for people in receipt of care 

(domiciliary, residential/nursing, supported living) and their 
families

• To delay the progress of clients through care settings 
(care at home to supported to residential/nursing) 

• To increase safety (reduce incidents/hospital admissions)
• To support quicker and more sustainable hospital discharge

2.  To relieve financial and 
workforce pressures:
• To support care market workforce pressures 

giving people more time to care
• To realise financial savings 
• To improve productivity of services e.g. through 

reduced travel time, more targeted visits

3.  To positively shift culture and 
increase digital inclusion:
• To raise confidence and skills in the care workforce
• To support people receiving care to be more confident in using technology, including their 

own technology
• To shift hearts and minds so that technology is seen as an intrinsic part of care and support  

 
 
Other drivers may include a desire to increase capacity in the local area, promote innovation, 
support particular cohorts or issues through the use of technology (e.g. medicines compliance)
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Step 2: Understand your starting point
Use the maturity matrix below to map your starting point with a provider and / or  

market segment Care Provider Digital Maturity: Blockers and Enablers to tech adoption

Maturity Level Leadership Skills Risk appetite

Low Digital 
Maturity

Risk averse (loss of income, data 
protection, governance)

Sceptical of technology, especially digital (potentially 
based on personal experiences or skills levels)

Lack of interest

High negative digital bias

No plan for adopting and scaling technology

Lack of clear communication with workforce on 
benefits and impact  of digital technology 

Low staff digital skills (including leadership)

Low client digital skills

Limited opportunities to explore technology within 
workplace, including lack of support to become con-
fident and comfortable with technology as a tool in 
people’s everyday lives

High financial risks (perceived 
or real)

High information governance risks (perceived or 
real) – may not have appropriate and robust systems 
which can support introduction of digital technology

Staff capacity concerns

Digitally 
Mature

Engaged leaders who see the power of tech and the 
impact it can have for workforce, business, custom-
ers – enthuse and engage their teams

Open and honest dialogue with commissioners 
around risk (financial and information governance)

Understanding of the way digital can be blended 
with face-to-face care and the workforce capacity 
this frees up

Clear digital strategy which outlines how tech will 
be applied and when, communicated to workforce, 
service users and families

Clear communication of the benefits of impact of 
tech to the workforce, service users, and families

Staff are supported to learn and develop their skills - 
tech is often simple, we use it every day, and there 
is an appreciation of this

Staff skills are developed quickly through training 
and confidence building activities

Staff and clients are supported to test and learn 
with new tech

Understanding and direct application of tech to 
free up staff capacity and increase productivity

Rates negotiated which maintain a gain share 
between providers and commissioners

Reduced crises and hospital admissions resulting 
in reduced costs (staff time, emergency responses)

Clear GDPR framework in place
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Step 2: Understand your starting point
Use the maturity matrix below to map your starting point with a provider and / or  

market segment Care Provider Digital Maturity: Blockers and Enablers to tech adoption

Maturity Level Capacity Digital Bias Financial 
Investment

Low Digital 
Maturity

High staff turnover rates resulting in pressured 
and demotivated workforce 

Lack of sufficient staff for 
existing workload

Fear of additional workload created by digital - 
it is viewed as a ‘burden’

Low internet connectivity

Firmly wedded to the beliefs that:

• Clients, families, staff will not use 
the tech 

• Digital is only able to be applied as a tool 
for social activities 

• There is low connectivity locally 

• Staff and clients will not have the skills 
or time to use it 

• Digital will be used to replace face to face 
interactions 

• Concerned that technology will 
replace jobs

No clarity over who is paying for the equipment

Additional staff capacity required to provide 
focused support – no clear plan for covering cost 

Local digital infrastructure is poor and lacks 
investment – providers need to cover cost of 
additional/boosted digital connectivity

Digitally 
Mature

Use of tech is ensuring care can continue to be 
delivered under periods of workforce pressure

Technology is used proactively to share the care 
burden with informal carers and families – enabling 
more joined up care, better outcomes for the client, 
and more targeted care delivery

Tech applications are focused on empowering the 
customer/user to be independent and carry out their 
own care/activities

Effective use of digital technology alongside face-
to-face interaction, resulting in smarter working e.g. 
virtual care visits

Increased staff satisfaction – get to know their 
customers better, spend more quality time with 
them, less burnout as more focused use of their time

Clients supported to feel confident using tech, 
skills enhanced. When they use it, they love it!  
Lives are enhanced, independence, empowerment 
and agency are all increased. Health improves, 
dependence decreases.

Tech used not only as a social tool - use of data to 
streamline care, awareness raising of different areas 
to apply tech

Blending of digital technology alongside face-to-face 
interactions

Positive stories and case studies about technology 
naturally emerge

Care provider has a clear vision for the application 
of care technology and has identified sustainable 
financial means to procure/has a business model 
which includes digital care technology costs

A gain share arrangement is developed which 
enables everyone to benefit financially

Good local digital infrastructure allowing for 
high connectivity and no need for providers 
to invest in this
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Step 3: Engage
To ensure digital care technology is embraced and embedded this needs to be a co-produced programme with 

care providers up front and centre. Adoption of digital care technology is a CHANGE project not an IT project. Use 
culture change methods and considerations: hear, understand and tackle the fears, concerns, and blockers that 

will be there for them and help to unlock the enablers. And build on their existing expertise and experience.

Top Tips for Engagement
• Create a dialogue not a monologue so there is room for 

partners to shape and contribute. We are all more vested in 
things we have created. 
 

• See the world from their perspective: sector, organisation 
and role. Given their own priorities – why would they engage 
with you? And how can you meet their needs and priorities 
alongside yours?  

• Listen and learn yourself - use engagement to challenge your 
own assumptions. 

• Be honest - where are there opportunities for mutual benefit? 
Be honest with them about WHY you are looking for them to 
apply digital care technology in their service offer – have those 
difficult conversations about financial considerations (savings 
for you and for them, not just financial reductions for them.) 
and where you are going strategically with this.  
 

• Keep the client at the front and centre whilst also considering 
the very real blockers for the provider (business considerations, 
staff skills and capacity, risk aversion) which may not be directly 
related to the outcomes for the client.

• Make it easy - offer them support where they need it to help 
to remove their blockers and make them enablers: skills 
development; case studies; invest in some tech and gift it (build 
the appetite). They may need some extra staff capacity while 
they are getting going – plan for this. 

• Raise awareness of impact with positive stories, build your 
network of trailblazers and enable them to help to create the 
movement; help to develop Champions. 

• Find the willing and work with them first – work with your 
early adopters to learn how this works in practice and to 
develop a peer advocate in your local market. Use this 
experience to develop the operating model for scale and 
roll out – and to convince others to step in.
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Risk management 
(financial, info 
governance, 

adoption)

Step 4: Review, iterate, reflect
Your engagement with your care providers is not a one off – start early and keep engaging in order  
to review your early assumptions, reflect on what you have learned, measure success and iterate.

Support and 
develop digital 
care strategy

Identify need / 
use case / product; 

trial solutions  
- find right one

Roll out

Review  
and 

refresh
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Step 5: Sustainability and scale

• Procurement: ensure your technology procurements will 
allow you to scale up and buy more as and when you need to 
rather than completing a new procurement cycle; procurement 
frameworks can provide good flexibility here. Click here to see 
our guide to care technology procurement.  

• Funding: at the heart of this issue is the question of “who 
pays?” - now and in the long run. Whilst early schemes may 
be council funded is this the likely model longer term? And 
how does this relate to benefits tracking and commissioning 
frameworks longer term. Be open about these considerations; 
and also don’t allow this issue to stymie early adopter activities. 

• Evaluation, impact and benefits tracking: be clear about 
all aspects of your evaluation framework and what you are 
interested in measuring and tracking upfront (qualitative as 
well as quantitative benefits). Make sure you capture baseline 
metrics before you start and automate this as much as you can. 
Track the financial benefits in a transparent and open book way 
with early adopter providers to inform future considerations 
around investment and gain sharing. See our separate 
resources on this topic 
https://lga.rethinkpartners.co.uk/digital-benefits-realisation/

• Case studies: make sure you are capturing the human stories – 
people you support, staff, families – as you go along. These 
are key for drawing others into the work and bringing it to life. 

• Commissioning: in the longer term consider how you integrate 
your technology requirements into your commissioning intentions 
and market frameworks. Make sure your commissioning 
colleagues are involved in the work from the outset. The financial 
arrangements may vary between sector and market e.g. reducing 
hours for home care and give benefits back to commissioners 
simply and on-going; using technology to reduce staffing levels 
overnight may require a different pricing mechanism to ensure 
providers and commissioners share the benefits. Consider 
whether there are any new prices required for innovative 
service delivery models e.g. virtual welfare checks. 

• Governance: make sure you have strong links into your 
governance experts from the get-go. Considerations would 
include GDPR implications, practice governance models e.g. 
mental capacity, keeping finance colleagues close if there will 
be a need for further investment linked to benefits realisation.

Plan for sustainability and scale from the outset – even though the journey  
may not plan out exactly as you thought. Key considerations include:
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